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ABSTRACT: We explore several potential issues that have been raised over the years regarding
the “entropic droplet” scenario of activated transport in liquids, due to Wolynes and coworkers,
with the aim of clarifying the status of various approximations of the random first order transition
theory (RFOT) of the structural glass transition. In doing so, we estimate the mismatch penalty
between alternative aperiodic structures, above the glass transition; the penalty is equal to the
typical magnitude of free energy fluctuations in the liquid. The resulting expressions for the
activation barrier and the cooperativity length contain exclusively bulk, static properties; in their
simplest form they contains only the bulk modulus and the configurational entropy per unit
volume. The expressions are universal in that they do not depend explicitly on the molecular
detail. The predicted values for the barrier and cooperativity length and, in particular, the
temperature dependence of the barrier are in satisfactory agreement with observation. We thus
confirm that the entropic droplet picture is indeed not only internally-consistent but is also fully
constructive, consistent with the apparent success of its many quantitative predictions. A simple
view of a glassy liquid as a locally metastable, degenerate pattern of frozen-in stress emerges in the
present description. Finally, we derive testable relationships between the bulk modulus and several
characteristics of glassy liquids and peculiarities in low-temperature glasses.
Keywords: glass transition, supercooled liquids, α-relaxation, RFOT theory, nucleation, configu-
rational entropy
I. MOTIVATION
The mechanism of activated transport in liquids near
the glass transition and its dramatic slowing down with
compression and/or cooling remains a subject of contro-
versy.1,2 It is also of great interest in applications; under-
standing the mechanism will allow us to reliably estimate
the relaxation barriers in liquids and thus make predic-
tions on the glass-forming ability of specific substances,
among many other things.
The present article attempts to clarify several aspects
of the “entropic droplet” mechanism of the activated
transport, due to Wolynes and coworkers,3–6 and obtains
simple, qualitative expressions for the activation barrier
and the cooperativity length for the α-relaxation that
connect to material properties very explicitly. The argu-
ment also delineates the role of local fluctuations in the
energetics of the activated transport.
According to the random first order transition (RFOT)
theory, liquids undergo a crossover from mainly colli-
sional to activated transport at sufficiently high densi-
ties and/or low temperatures.7 A thermodynamic signa-
ture of the crossover is that the liquid density profile is
no longer uniform but, instead, becomes a collection of
sharp peaks.8–13 The peaks correspond to particles vi-
brating around certain positions in space, analogously to
regular, periodic crystals. In contrast with the periodic
crystals, the aperiodic structures are however transient,
even if long-lived. Mutual reconfiguration between dis-
tinct, long-lived aperiodic structures occurs via local ac-
tivated events. As a result of these local reconfigurations,
the liquid flows and the translational symmetry is eventu-
ally restored. In kinetic terms, the crossover to activated
transport corresponds to a well-developed timescale sep-
aration between atomic vibrations and translations.7,14
Appropriately, in the meanfield limit the crossover corre-
sponds with the kinetic catastrophe of the mode-coupling
theory,15 whereby all translations freeze completely.
Both the long-lived structures and the mutual recon-
figurations have been observed, respectively, by neutron
scattering16 and a variety of non-linear spectroscopic
methods.17–20 The crossover to the activated transport
may occur both above or below the fusion temperature,
the two extremes corresponding to very strong and very
fragile liquids respectively.7 In the latter case, a liquid
below the crossover is formally supercooled. For general-
ity, we shall call liquids in the activated transport regime
glassy, so as to include in the analysis strong liquids that
are already in the activated regime but are not techni-
cally supercooled.
In the specific scenario by Wolynes and coworkers,3–6
the activated reconfigurations proceed by a mechanism
akin to nucleation, the corresponding free energy profile
given by:
F (R) =
4pi
3
R3∆f˜ + 4piR2σ(R). (1)
The bulk driving force ∆f˜ , in equilibrium, is entirely
due to multiplicity of alternative aperiodic states: ∆f˜ =
−T s˜c, where s˜c is the configurational entropy per unit
2volume. Lubchenko and Wolynes6 have clarified this
notion using a library construction of aperiodic liquid
states, which explicitly shows that although an individ-
ual aperiodic state is replaced by an individual state, the
reconfiguration itself is still driven by the configurational
entropy, which reflects the full ensemble of thermally rel-
evant, distinct aperiodic states. The configurational en-
tropy is the log-number of such thermally relevant states
and is a convenient measure of the degeneracy of the liq-
uid free energy landscape. Counting such aperiodic states
becomes unambiguous below the crossover, when particle
translations and vibrations are timescale-separated and
so mutual reconfigurations between the states are tech-
nically rare events. The rate of such rare events can be
evaluated quantitatively using the transition state the-
ory.21–23
The quantity 4piR2σ(R) has the formal structure of
a surface tension term and accounts for the mismatch
penalty between alternative aperiodic structures. Kirk-
patrick, Thirumalai, and Wolynes3 (KTW) pointed out
that the free energies of the aperiodic structures are dis-
tributed implying that a smooth interface between two
such structures would generally distort somewhat to min-
imize the local free energy. This is because the penalty
for small increases in the interface area increases slower
with the extent of the deformation than the concomi-
tant stabilization of the bulk free energy. KTW noticed
that this situation is analogous to the random-field Ising
model (RFIM), in which the Zeeman splittings on sep-
arate sites are uncorrelated Gaussian random variables,
where the distribution width is h. The total field in a
region of size N thus scales as h
√
N . Hereby, a smooth
interface between spin-up and down domains would dis-
tort to stabilize the randomly distributed Zeeman en-
ergy. Villain24 devised a coarse-graining procedure by
which one can estimate the effective surface tension co-
efficient σ(R), in the RFIM, given the curvature 1/R of
the interface. Assuming that the hyperscaling relation
α = 2−νD (Ref. 25) for the heat capacity and the corre-
lation length holds in the large droplet limit, KTW3 have
fixed the boundary condition for the σ(R) renormaliza-
tion at infinity, σ(∞) = 0, to arrive at a particularly
simple, scale-free relation between the effective surface
tension coefficient and the interface curvature:
σ(R) = σ0(a/R)
1/2, (2)
where the surface tension coefficient σ0 at the molecular
scale a is proportional to the field h:
σ0 ∝ h. (3)
Xia and Wolynes5 (XW) used notions of the classical
density-functional theory (DFT) to estimate σ0 with-
out using adjustable parameters. This estimate leads to
dozens of quantitative predictions for distinct glassy phe-
nomena, both classical and quantum, see Refs. 26–28 for
reviews and Refs. 29–32 for subsequent work. Recently,
the surface tension coefficient σ0 has been estimated us-
ing standard DFT methods,30 the results consistent with
the simpler XW argument. Thus the original fluctuation
field h, which was introduced by KTW seemingly phe-
nomenologically, would appear to be determined retroac-
tively.
The nuclei of incipient aperiodic states, which evolve
according to Eq. (1), have been called entropic droplets3,4
to reflect the entropic nature of the driving force for the
nucleation. The critical size R‡ for an entropic droplet,
at which ∂F/∂R = 0, is given by
R‡ =
(
3σ0a
1/2/2T s˜c
)2/3
, (4)
while the barrier itself is
F ‡ ≡ F (R‡) = 3piσ20a/T s˜c = 2piσ0a1/2(R‡)3/2. (5)
This allows one to write down a simple relationship be-
tween the relaxation time and the critical radius:
τ = τ0 exp
(
2piσ0a
1/2
kBT
R‡
3/2
)
. (6)
If the aforementioned hyperscaling relation were not as-
sumed to be obeyed, the exponent 3/2 would be replaced
by 2, however the relation between log τ and R‡ is still
robustly scale-free within the nucleation scenario.
Despite the apparent quantitative success of the en-
tropic droplet picture, the latter is far from being uni-
versally accepted, see for instance Refs. 1 and 2. Several
aspects of the scenario appear to be particularly confus-
ing or controversial, which we highlight in what follows.
The free energies of the liquid before and after recon-
figuration are on average equal, prompting a question
as to what exactly drives the reconfiguration. The en-
tropic driving force in Eq. (1) seems non-standard from
the viewpoint of traditional nucleation theory. For in-
stance, because the bulk driving force is entirely entropic
while there is an energetic component to the mismatch
penalty—in systems other than strictly rigid particles—
it may appear that the energy of the system increases
after each nucleation event. Clearly this cannot be true
in equilibrium in view of energy conservation.
Furthermore, nucleation profile (1) suggests, at a first
glance, that the nucleation event will proceed indefinitely
toward R → ∞, implying the reconfigurations are not
local. Xia and Wolynes5 and others33 have argued the
reconfiguration will be completed when the droplet size
reaches a value R∗ such that F (R∗) = 0, which is the
value of F (R) prior to the reconfiguration event. The
length R∗ thus gives the size of a cooperative region;
consequently one may think of a glassy liquid as a mo-
saic of regions that are relatively stabilized and are phys-
ically separated by relatively strained regions that are
similar to interfaces between coexisting phases. (There
are also important distinctions, to be discussed below.)
Since R∗ = 22/3R‡, one obtains, by Eq. (6), an asymp-
totic scaling R∗ ∝ (log τ)2/3 which seems to agree with
state-of-the-art simulations on a variety of liquid mod-
els34 at the lowest accessed temperatures although gen-
erally disagrees with higher temperature data. The latter
3disagreement is expected since at increasing temperature,
activated dynamics are progressively affected by mode-
coupling and barrier-softening effects.7,14 The identifica-
tion of R∗ as the equilibrium droplet size implies, how-
ever, that the free energy F (R) does not reach a min-
imum at equilibrium and thus is distinct from the free
energy of the system, which begs for further clarification.
In addition, because the fluctuation field h is not de-
termined at the onset of the calculation of the activation
barrier—even though it can be eventually estimated—the
calculation of the mismatch penalty in Eq. (1) might be
regarded as not entirely constructive, even if internally-
consistent. Related to this is a simple notion that if there
is no field h to begin with, h = 0, one may superficially
deduce that σ = 0, by Eqs. (2) and (3), which is clearly
not true since there must be a mismatch penalty between
distinct free energy minima. Perhaps for these reasons,
many have regarded the nucleation scenario largely as
an analogy to the random field Ising model,35 not a self-
contained microscopic picture. Even more extremely, the
nucleation picture of the activated transport is often re-
garded1,36 as a variation on the heuristic arguments of
Adam and Gibbs.37
Bouchaud and Biroli36 (BB) have put forth a some-
what different view of the activated transport, though
still within the landscape paradigm. In this view, the en-
semble of all states of a compact region of size ξ consists
of a contribution from the current state and contribu-
tions of the full, exponentially large set of alternative
structures. As in the library construction, the surround-
ing of the chosen region is constrained to be static up
to vibrational displacement. What sets apart the cur-
rent state from all the alternative states is that it fits the
environment better. The mismatch energy must scale
with the region size N sublinearly while the log-number
of alternative states scales linearly. Thus the stability of
sufficiently small regions—which are smaller than a cer-
tain length ξ analogous to R∗—can be understood ther-
modynamically in a straightforward manner: The ener-
getic advantage of being in the current state, due to the
matching boundary, outweighs the multiplicity of poorer
matching, higher energy states. (This is not unlike the
stability of a crystal relative to the liquid below freezing.)
The just listed aspects of the Bouchaud-Biroli picture
are essentially equivalent to the library construction, and,
in particular, with regard to the entropic nature of the
driving force for the activated transport. In contrast with
the KTW3 and library construction,6 however, the BB
scenario is agnostic as to the concrete mechanism of mu-
tual reconfiguration between alternative aperiodic states,
other that the reconfigurations must be rare, activated
events. In the absence of such a concrete mechanism, BB
end up assuming a generic scaling relation between the
cooperativity length ξ and relaxation time that is sim-
ilar to Eq. (6); the exponent is generally different from
3/2, but necessarily positive. In this view, a region larger
than the size R∗ can still reconfigure via a single activated
event but would do so typically more slowly than the re-
gion of size R∗. Combining this notion with the lower
bound on the cooperativity size obtained above one con-
cludes that the cooperativity size is in fact R∗ and one
does not face the subtlety stemming from the downhill
decrease of the free energy profile F (R) from Eq. (1).
Non-withstanding its elegance, the Bouchaud-Biroli
picture does rely on scale-free relations similar to Eqs. (4)
and (6), which is not necessarily innocuous. Such scale-
free relations would naturally arise if the lengthscale R‡
(and R∗ ∝ R∗) could in principle diverge, which is only
possible if the configurational entropy sc could vanish, by
Eq. (4). (To avoid confusion, we stress that such vanish-
ing could not be observed in practice, by Eq. (5).) Re-
markably, the configurational entropy extrapolated be-
yond the glass transition temperature would vanish at a
finite temperature often denoted as TK . The vanishing
of the configurational entropy—which is often referred
to as the Kauzmann crisis38—has been one of the most
disputed topics in the glass transition field. There are
mean-field models, such as the celebrated Potts glass,4
which exhibits both a kinetic catastrophe analogous to
the crossover from the collisional to activated transport,
and an entropy crisis whereby the degeneracy of the land-
scape vanishes at a finite temperature. Yet the applica-
bility of mean-field Potts models to liquids has been ques-
tioned.1 Note however that two recent works have shown
finite-dimensional Potts-like models could in fact exhibit
the RFOT transition.39,40 Additionally, spin models have
been analyzed that exhibit the kinetic and thermody-
namic catastrophes in mean-field, but in finite dimen-
sions, the Kauzmann crisis disappears and no diverging
length of the type in Eq. (4) is found.35,41,42 Last, but not
least, Stevenson and Wolynes43 have argued that a su-
percooled liquid will crystallize or partially order before
the configurational entropy could vanish.
We stress that in the nucleation scenario, formula (4)—
which gratuitously happens to be also a scaling relation—
is derived on a microscopic basis; it is not postulated and
does not rely in any way on the vanishing of the configu-
rational entropy. For this reason, comparisons with spin
models that may or may not experience the Kauzmann
crisis are not consequential so long as that the nucleation
mechanism is in fact correct. Now, because the KTW
and subsequent derivations are quite specific as to the
details of the activated event and the value of the sur-
face tension, the nucleation scenario allows one to make
not only qualitative, but also, apparently, quantitative
predictions for many, seemingly disparate phenomena as
already mentioned. To establish whether these successful
predictions are not mere coincidences, it is imperative to
ascertain whether or not the entropic-droplet picture is
in fact fully constructive.
The present work clarifies, we believe, the potential
issues listed above, which have been raised with regard
to the entropic droplet scenario over the years. We thus
confirm the constructive nature of the corresponding mi-
croscopic description. The key notion that resolves all of
those seeming paradoxes is that, on the one hand, the
4free energies of the individual free energy minima are
distributed. On the other hand, the minima cannot in-
terconvert by means other than the activated reconfigu-
rations themselves. This is in contrast with nucleation of
a minority-phase44 during regular first order transitions,
in which the microstates within individual phases inter-
convert on time scales much shorter than the duration
of the nucleation event. That the free-energy fluctua-
tions in glassy liquids are frozen-in on the time scale of
the nucleation event makes all the difference. As part of
the argument, we show directly that the original KTW
prescription that the local field h be determined by the
magnitude of free energy fluctuations is straightforwardly
implemented using a standard calculation. The resulting
expression for the activation barrier for liquid transport is
very simple and confirms the physical view of a glassy liq-
uid as a structurally degenerate pattern of frozen-in free
energy fluctuations.45 We believe this expression repre-
sents a good zeroth-order estimate of the barrier that pos-
sesses a great deal of universality as it boils down to only
two parameters reflecting the molecular interactions, viz.,
the bulk modulus and configurational entropy. Despite
its qualitative nature, the argument produces barrier val-
ues that are in reasonable agreement with experiment.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses
the entropic driving force while Section III revisits the
argument for the mismatch penalty. We test the expres-
sions obtained for the barrier against the experiment in
Section IV. In Section V, we summarize, derive several
scaling relations for glassy liquids, and discuss implica-
tions of the present results for certain anomalies observed
in cryogenic glasses.
II. GLASSY LIQUID AS A MOSAIC MADE OF
ENTROPIC DROPLETS
We are used to systems whose free energy surface is
essentially independent of the system size: For instance,
the free energy surface of a macroscopic Ising ferromag-
net below its Curie point has two distinct free energy
minima that can be distinguished by their average mag-
netization, which is up or down respectively. If the sys-
tem is made thrice bigger, the free energy is simply mul-
tiplied by a factor of three; that is, while the number
of states within each minimum increases exponentially,
the number of minima themselves remains the same, i.e.,
two. In contrast, the number of free energy minima in a
glassy liquid scales exponentially with the system size
N : escN , where sc is the configurational entropy per
particle sc ≡ s˜ca3. Under these circumstances, the sys-
tem will break up into separate, contiguous regions that
are relatively stabilized; the contiguous regions are sepa-
rated by relatively strained interfaces characterized by a
higher free energy density. To see this, suppose the oppo-
site were true and the free energy density were uniform
throughout. Owing to the multiplicity of distinct free
energy minima, the nucleation rate for another relatively
stabilized configuration is finite, as we will see shortly.
As a result, the original configuration will be locally re-
placed by another configuration while the boundary of
the replaced region will be relatively strained because
of a mismatch between the new structure and its envi-
ronment. Thus in equilibrium, there is a steady-state
concentration of the strained regions; local reconfigura-
tion takes place at a steady rate between distinct aperi-
odic structures. The concentration of the strained regions
and the escape rate from the current liquid configuration
can be determined self-consistently, as discussed by Kirk-
patrick, Thirumalai, and Wolynes,3 Xia and Wolynes,5
and Lubchenko and Wolynes.6
Here we provide a “microcanonical” version of that ar-
gument, which, we hope, will make certain aspects of
the nucleation scenario less confusing. We start with the
general expression for the partition function of a ther-
modynamic system in contact with a thermal bath at
temperature T ≡ 1/kBβ and pressure p:46,47
Z = C
∫
dEdV e−β[E+pV−TS(E,V )] (7)
where S(E, V ) is the full entropy of the system as a func-
tion of energy E and volume V . C is the normalization
factor, see below. In the usual manner, the integrand is
very small for the smallest values of the energy and vol-
ume because of the small number of the corresponding
configurations eS(E,V )/kB ; it is also very small for suf-
ficiently large values of these arguments because of the
Boltzmann factor e−β(E+pV ). For a large enough sys-
tem size N , the integral is dominated by the vicinity of
the integrand’s maximum at E = E, V = V—which
thus correspond to the most likely values of the respec-
tive variables—while the probability distribution of the
thermodynamic variables is approximately Gaussian:
Z =
∫
dEdV
2pi|∂2S(E, V )|−1 e
−β[E+pV−TS(E,V )] (8)
× exp
[
1
kB
(
1
2
∂2S
∂E2
∆E2 +
∂2S
∂E∂V
∆E∆V +
1
2
∂2S
∂V 2
∆V 2
)]
,
assuming a well-behaved S(E, V ) near E = E, V = V .
Here, ∆E ≡ E − E, ∆V ≡ V − V , and |∂2S(E, V )| is
the determinant of the matrix of the second-order deriva-
tives of the entropy with respect to the energy and vol-
ume from the argument of the second exponential on
the r.h.s. The derivatives are computed at E = E,
V = V . The first exponential in Eq. (8) is indepen-
dent of the integration variables and is equal to e−βG,
where G ≡ E + pV − TS(E, V )) ≡ H − TS(E, V )) is
the equilibrium Gibbs free energy and H the enthalpy,
of course. By a linear change of variables in the integral,
one can determine the magnitude of fluctuation of any
thermodynamic quantity of interest; an efficient way to
do so is described in Chapter 112 of Ref. 47. Here, we
are specifically interested in the fluctuation of the Gibbs
5free energy:
Z =
∫
dG√
2piδG2
e−βG e−(G−G)
2/2δG2 . (9)
where δG =
〈
(G−G)2〉1/2. As shown in the Appendix,
δG = N1/2
[
kBTK
ρ¯
+ (Kαt − s˜)2 kBT
2
ρ¯c˜v
]1/2
, (10)
where K ≡ −V (∂p/∂V )T is the bulk modulus, ρ¯ ≡ 1/a3
average particle density, and α ≡ (1/V )(∂V/∂T )p ther-
mal expansion coefficient. The quantities c˜v and s˜ are,
respectively, the heat capacity at constant volume and
entropy, both per unit volume.
Let us now consider a liquid below the crossover to acti-
vated transport but above the glass transition; the liquid
is thus equilibrated. Below the crossover, the reconfigu-
rations are rare events compared with vibrational relax-
ation, which amounts to a well-developed time scale sep-
aration between translations and vibrations. This time-
scale separation takes place in ordinary liquids at viscosi-
ties of order 10 Ps.7,14 Because of it, the entropy of the
liquid can be written as a sum of distinct contributions:
G = Hi − TSvibr, i − TSc (11)
≡ Gi − TSc(Gi), (12)
where Hi is the enthalpy of an individual aperiodic state
per particle, while the total entropy is presented here
as the sum of the vibrational and configurational con-
tributions, the configurational contribution taking care
of particle translations. The subscript “i” refers to
“individual” metastable aperiodic states. The quantity
Gi ≡ Hi − TSvibr, i would be the Gibbs free energy of
the sample if the particles were not allowed to reconfig-
ure but were allowed to vibrate only. It is interesting that
the free energy of liquid was written in the form similar
to Eq. (12) already in 1937 by Bernal,48 who apparently
assumed that molecular vibrations and translations were
distinct motions at any temperature, even though this
notion is well-justified only below the crossover.
Of direct interest is the distribution not of the full free
energy G but that of the free energy Gi of individual
metastable states:
Z =
∫
dGi√
2piδG2i
eSc(Gi)/kB−βGi e−(Gi−Gi)
2/2δG2
i . (13)
The corresponding width of the distribution, δGi ≡〈
(Gi −Gi)2
〉1/2
, can be evaluated similarly to δG from
Eq. (10), see the Appendix:
δGi =N
1/2
{[
K − T
(
∂Sc
∂V
)
T
]2
kBT
Kρ¯
+ [Kαt + (∆c˜v − s˜vibr)]2 kBT
2
ρ¯c˜v
}1/2
, (14)
where ∆c˜v ≡ T (∂s˜c/∂T )V is the configurational heat
capacity at constant volume and s˜vibr the vibrational en-
tropy, both per unit volume.
It is convenient, for the present purposes, to shift the
energy reference so that Gi = 0:
Z =
∫
dGi√
2piδG2i
eSc/kBe−G
2
i
/2δG2
i . (15)
This way, the partition function gives exactly the num-
ber eSc/kB of the (thermally available) states that is not
weighted by the Boltzmann factor e−βGi .
Consider now a local region that is currently not under-
going a structural reconfiguration. Because the region is
certainly known not to be reconfiguring, its free energy—
up to finite-size corrections—is equal to Gi, which is typ-
ically higher than the equilibrium free energy G from
Eq. (12). The free energy difference G−Gi = −TSc < 0
is the driving force for the eventual escape from the cur-
rent structure, and, hence, relaxation toward equilib-
rium. Next we estimate the actual rate of escape and
the typical region size that will have reconfigured as a
result of the escape event.
We specifically consider escape events that are local.
Therefore, the environment of a chosen compact region
is static, up to vibration. Consider the partition func-
tion for a compact region of size N surrounded by such
a static, aperiodic lattice. The vast majority of the con-
figurations do not fit the region’s boundary as well as
the original configuration, and so there is a free energy
penalty Γi > 0 due to the mismatch between the static
boundary and any configuration of the region other than
the original configuration. We anticipate that since local
replacement of a structure amounts to a legitimate fluc-
tuation, Γ and δGi should be intrinsically related, which
will indeed turn out to be the case.
In the presence of the mismatch penalty, the density of
states can be obtained by replacing Gi → Gi + Γ under
the integral in Eq. (13), where Γ ≡ Γi is the typical value
of the mismatch. The latter generally scales with the
region size:
Γ = γNx, (16)
but in a sub-thermodynamic fashion: x < 1, where the
coefficient γ(N → ∞) = const. Thus we obtain for the
total number of thermally available states for a region
embedded in a static lattice:
Z =
∫
dGi√
2piδG2i
eSc/kB−βΓe−(Gi−Γ)
2/2δG2
i , (17)
where we set the expectation value of the free energy in
the absence of the penalty at zero, as before. (The expec-
tation value of Gi corresponding to Eq. (17) is not zero
at N > 0.) Note the argument of the first exponential on
the r.h.s. is independent of Gi but does depend on the
region size N , and so does the total number of thermally
available states Z:
Z(N) = escN/kB−βγN
x
, (18)
6where sc ≡ Sc/N is the configurational entropy per par-
ticle.
Because of the sub-linear N -dependence of the mis-
match penalty, the number of thermally available states
Z(N) depends non-monotonically on the region size. For
small values of N , this number decreases with the region
size, which is expected since the region is stable with re-
spect to weak deformation such as movement of a few
particles. At the value N ‡ such that (∂Z/∂N)N‡ = 0,
the number of available stats reaches its smallest value
and increases with N for all N > N ‡. This critical size
N ‡:
N ‡ =
(
xγ
Tsc
) 1
1−x
, (19)
corresponds to the least likely size of a rearranging region,
and thus corresponds to a bottleneck configuration for
the escape event: Indeed, any state at N < N ‡ is less
likely than the initial state and so cannot be a final state
upon a reconfiguration; such final state must thus be at
N > N ‡. On the other hand, to move any number of
particles N in excess of N ‡, one must have moved N ‡
particles as an intermediate step.
The size N∗ > N ‡ such that
Z(N∗) = 1 (20)
is special in that the region of this size has a thermally
available configuration, other than the original one, even
though the boundary is fixed. By construction, this
configuration is mechanically (meta)stable. This implies
that a region of size N∗:
N∗ =
(
γ
Tsc
) 1
1−x
, (21)
can always reconfigure. What happens physically is that
the center of the free energy distribution from Eq. (17)
moves to the right with N according to γNx because
the mismatch typically increases with the interface area.
This alone would lead to a depletion of states that are
degenerate with the original state, which is typically at
Gi = 0. Yet as N increases, the free energy distribution
also grows in terms of the overall area, height, and, im-
portantly, width, as more states become available. For a
sufficiently large size N∗, the distribution is so broad that
the region is guaranteed to sample a state at Gi = 0 even
though the distribution center is shifted to the right by
Γ. One may say that in such a state, a negative fluctua-
tion in the free energy exactly compensates the mismatch
penalty. For this to be typically true, we must have
Γ(N) = δGi(N) at N = N
∗, (22)
where we have emphasized that both Γ and δG depend
on N .
Finally note that the physical extent ξ of the reconfig-
uring region: (
ξ
a
)3
≡ 4pi
3
(
R∗
a
)3
≡ N∗ (23)
i
N=5
G
Local Library N=5
Initial Configuration
Global Library Local Library N=7
N=7
FIG. 1. Illustration of the library construction of aperiodic
states.6 On the left, we start out with some metastable struc-
ture. The density of the horizontal bars reflects the increase
of the density of states (DoS) eSc(Gi)/kB with Gi. This DoS
is distinct from the probability distribution in Eq. (17), which
also includes the Boltzmann factor e−βGi . In the center and
right panels, 5 and 7 particles have been moved. The den-
sity of states pertaining to the corresponding local regions
are much lower than the global density of states. In addition,
the majority of the thus obtained configurations are higher
in free energy than the original configuration, owing to the
mismatch with the environment. As the region size grows,
the distribution of free energies Gi of individual structures is
determined by a competition between a depletion due to the
mismatch and an entropically-driven increase in the DoS. For
a large enough N = N∗, there will be a configuration whose
free energy Gi is comparable to that of the original structure.
yields the volumetric cooperativity length for the recon-
figurations.
The above notions can be discussed explicitly in terms
of particle movements, within the library construction of
aperiodic states,6 graphically summarized in Fig. 1. We
start out with the original state, which is some state from
the full set of states available to the system. We then
draw a surface encompassing a compact region contain-
ing N particles and consider all possible configurations
of the particles inside while the environment is static up
to vibration. Most of the resulting configurations are,
of course, very high in energy because of steric repul-
sion between the particles comprising the region itself
and between the particles on the opposite sides of the
the boundary. Only few configurations will contribute
appreciably to the actual ensemble of states, and even
those are offset upwards, free energy-wise, by the mis-
match penalty. As the chosen region is made progres-
sively bigger, three things happen at the same time: (a)
the mismatch penalty typically increases as γNx; (b) the
log-number of available states first decreases but then
begins to increase, asymptotically as ∝ N ; and (c) the
spectrum of states becomes broader, the width going as
∝
√
N . Think of (a) as a density of states eS(Gi)/kB
that moves up according to γNx with the region size
7(see Fig. 1), thus leading to a “depletion” of the den-
sity of states at low Gi. Items (b) and (c), on the other
hand, mean the density of states increases in magnitude
roughly as escN−Γ−(Gi−Γ)
2/2δG2 , at fixed Gi (δG ∝
√
N
and Γ ∝ Nx). For a large enough N , this growth of
the density of states, at fixed Gi, dominates the deple-
tion due to the mismatch penalty and so the free energy
of the substituted configuration eventually stops growing
and begins to decrease with the region size N , after the
latter reaches a certain critical value N ‡. Eventually, at
size N∗, one will typically find an available state that is
mechanically stable.
The discussion of the statistical notions embodied in
Eqs. (16)-(21) in terms of particle motions helps one to
recognize that the full set of configurations in some range
[0, Nmax] can be sorted out into (overlapping) subsets ac-
cording to the following protocol: (a) within each subset,
every region size is represented at least once and (b) two
configurations characterized by sizes N and (N+1) differ
by the motion of exactly one particle. The subsets thus
correspond to dynamically-connected paths, along each
of which particles join the reconfiguring region one at a
time. Along each of the dynamically connected paths,
one could thus think of the reconfiguration as a droplet
growth. A certain path will dominate the ensemble of the
paths given a particular final configuration. This dom-
inating path is the one that maximizes the number of
states Z(N) from Eq. (18). This is entirely analogous to
the Second Law, whereby the equilibrium configurations
are those the maximize the density of states.
One may question whether the most likely bottle-neck
configuration in the set of all dynamically connected
paths leading to the final state at N∗ is, in fact, as
likely as what is prescribed by Z(N ‡) with Z(N) from
Eq. (18). The answer is yes because sampling of all possi-
ble shapes and locations for a region of size N is implied
in the summation in Eq. (17). By backtracking individ-
ual dynamically-connected trajectories from N = N∗ to
N = 0, we can determine the precise reconfigured region
that produces the most likely bottle-neck configuration
with probability Z(N ‡).
Now, for region sizes in excess ofN∗, the number Z(N)
of available states exceeds one, implying that, for in-
stance, two distinct metastable configurations are avail-
able to a region of size N such that Z(N) = 2. According
to the above discussion, the trajectories leading to these
two states are generally distinct, though the probabili-
ties of the respective bottle-neck configurations and the
corresponding critical sizes N ‡ should be comparable.
Structural reconfiguration can be equally well dis-
cussed not in a microcanonical-like fashion, through the
number of states Z(N), but, instead, in terms of the
corresponding free energy F (N) = −kBT lnZ(N), as
was originally done by Kirkpatrick, Thirumalai, and
Wolynes.3 This yields the following activation profile for
the reconfiguration:
F (N) = Γ− TscN, (24)
Since we are considering all possible configurations for es-
cape, subject to the appropriate Boltzmann weight, this
amounts to locally replacing the original configuration
encompassing N particles by the equilibrated liquid while
the particles in the surrounding are denied any motion
other than vibration. Upon the replacement, the local
bulk free energy is typically lowered by G−Gi = −TscN ,
hence the driving term −TscN in Eq. (24).
The equilibrated liquid is a Boltzmann-weighted aver-
age of alternative, metastable aperiodic structures that
are mutually distinct and are also generally distinct from
the initial configuration. Another way of saying two
structures are distinct is that the particles belonging to
the structures inside and outside do not fit as snugly—at
the interface between the structures—as they do within
the respective structures. This is quite analogous to the
mismatch between two distinct crystalline polymorphs in
contact, such as during a first order transition between
the polymorphs. In contrast with a polymorphic transi-
tion, the scaling of the mismatch penalty with the area of
the interface will turn out to be somewhat complicated,
whereby x 6= (D − 1)/D.
Combining the free energy view with the notion of
dynamically connected trajectories, due to the library
construction, we conclude that the activation profile in
Eq. (24) is also a nucleation profile. Naturally, the
bottle-neck configuration corresponding to N = N ‡ from
Eq. (19) thus corresponds to the critical nucleus size. The
corresponding barrier is equal to
F ‡ ≡ F (N ‡) = γ
(
xγ
Tsc
) x
1−x
(1 − x). (25)
This directly shows that the escape rate from a specific
aperiodic state is indeed finite.
Yet there is more to the activation profile in Eq. (24).
In ordinary theories of nucleation, the nucleus continues
to grow indefinitely once it exceeds the critical size, un-
less it collides with other growing nuclei, as it happens
during crystallization, or, for instance, when the supply
of the contents for the minority phase runs out, as it
happens during fog. This essentially unrestricted growth
takes places because this way, the system can minimize
its free energy by fully converting to the minority phase.
This view is adequate when there are only two free en-
ergy minima to speak of and the system converts between
those two minima.
However in the presence of an exponentially large num-
ber of free energy minima, we must go about the mean-
ing of the F (N) curve more carefully. We must recog-
nize that both the initial and final state for the escape
event are individual aperiodic states that are, on average,
equally likely. In fact, because we have chosen Gi = 0
as our free energy reference, F (N) gives exactly the log-
number (times −kBT ) of thermally available states to the
selected region. As a result, that the free energy F (N)
reaches its initial value of zero indicates that a mechan-
ically metastable state is available to escape to. One is
accustomed to situations in which the initial and final
8state for a barrier-crossing event are minima of the free
energy, which does not seem to be the case in the above
argument. There is no paradox here, however. The quan-
tity F (N) is not the actual free energy of the system.
Instead, by construction, it is the free energy under the
constraint that the outside of the selected compact re-
gion be not relaxing in the usual matter, but, instead, be
forced to be in a specific, metastable aperiodic minimum.
The monotonic decrease of F (N) at N = N∗ is trivial
in that it simply says the surrounding of the droplet will
eventually proceed to reconfigure again and again, as it
should in equilibrium. As we already emphasized, the
state to which the initial configuration has escaped is
perfectly metastable.
We now shift our attention to the energy. Suppose the
liquid is composed of particles that are not completely
rigid, and so the mismatch penalty has an energetic com-
ponent. Furthermore, it is instructive to suppose that
the penalty is mostly energetic, which is probably the
case for covalently bonded substances such as silica or
the chalcogenides.49 At a first glance, the energy of the
system appears to grow with each nucleation event, since
the driving force in Eq. (24) is exclusively entropic, at
equilibrium. Such unfettered energy growth is, of course,
impossible in equilibrium. On the contrary, the configu-
rations before and after a reconfiguration are typical and
the energy must be conserved, on average. The energy
change following a transition must be within the typical
fluctuation range, which reflects the heat capacity CV at
constant volume and the bulk modulus K:47
δE = {kBCvT 2 − V [T (∂p/∂T )V − p]2T/K}1/2. (26)
Note both CV and V pertain to a single cooperative re-
gion. The conservation of energy, on average, means that
since one new interface appears following an escape event,
an equivalent of one interface must have been subsumed
during an event, as emphasized in Ref. 50.
We thus conclude that the equilibrium concentration of
the interface configurations is given by 1/ξ3 with ξ from
Eq. (23), and so a glassy liquid is a mosaic of aperiodic
structures,5 each of which is characterized by a relatively
low free energy density, while the interfaces separating
the mosaic cells are relatively stressed regions character-
ized by excess free energy density due to the mismatch
between stabilized regions. This stress pattern is not
static, but relaxes at a steady pace so that a region of
size ξ reconfigures once per time τ , on average:
τ = τ0e
F ‡/kBT , (27)
where the pre-exponent τ0 corresponds to the vibrational
relaxation time.
Note that the total free energy stored in the strained
regions corresponding to the domain walls is equal to
Γ(N/N∗) = TscN , i.e. the enthalpy difference between
the liquid and the corresponding crystal at the temper-
ature in question, up to possible differences in the vi-
brational entropy between the crystal and an individual
aperiodic structure.
According to Eqs. (19)-(23), we need to evaluate
the exponent x and the coefficient γ for the mismatch
penalty, to estimate the escape rate and the cooperativ-
ity size for the activated reconfigurations, to which we
proceed next.
III. MISMATCH PENALTY BETWEEN
DISSIMILAR APERIODIC STRUCTURES:
RENORMALIZATION OF THE SURFACE
TENSION COEFFICIENT
Because the states on both sides of our interface are
aperiodic, the degree of mismatch is distributed. Thus
in some places the two structures may fit quite well
and so the scaling of the surface energy term Γ from
Eq. (24) with the droplet size N may be weaker than
the N (D−1)/D scaling expected for interfaces separating
periodic or spatially uniform phases. The mechanism of
this partial lowering of the mismatch penalty is as follows:
The number of distinct aperiodic structures available to a
sufficiently large region, we remind, scales exponentially
with the region size. The free energies Gi of individual
structures from Eq. (12) are distributed; they are equal on
average but differ by a finite amount for any specific pair
of aperiodic states. Fluctuations of extensive quantities
scale with
√
N as functions of size N .47 (The size N at
which the
√
N scaling sets in can be rather small in the
absence of long-range correlations, such as those typical
of a critical point.) Thus the free energy difference be-
tween the configurations outside and inside scales as
√
N ,
for two regions of the same size N , and could be of either
sign. Suppose now, for concreteness, that the configura-
tion on the outer side of the domain wall happens to be
lower in free energy than the adjacent region on the in-
side. Imagine distorting the domain wall so as to replace
a small portion of the inside configuration by that from
the outside. It turns out the free energy stabilization due
to the replacement outweighs the destabilization due to
the now increased area of the interface, as we shall see
shortly.
Before we proceed with this analysis, it is instructive
to discuss why such surface renormalization and the con-
sequent stabilization would not take place during regular
discontinuous transitions when one phase characterized
by a single free energy minimum nucleates within an-
other phase also characterized by a single free energy
minimum. After all, both phases represent superposi-
tions of microstates whose energies are also distributed.
Furthermore, there seems to be a direct correspondence
between, say, the regular canonical ensemble and the sit-
uation described in Eq. (12). Hereby, the free energies Gi
in Eq. (12) seem to correspond to the energies of the mi-
crostates, while the configurational entropy Sc seems to
correspond to the full entropy in the canonical ensemble.
One difference between the situation in Eq. (12) and the
canonical ensemble is that in the latter, transitions be-
tween the microstates within individual phases occur on
9times much shorter than the observation time or mutual
nucleation and nucleus growth. As a result, the energies
of the phases on the opposite sides of the interface are
always equal to their average values. In contrast, the
distinct aperiodic states from Eq. (12) are long-lived. In
fact, the fastest way to inter-convert between those states
is via creation of the very interface we are discussing! In
the canonical ensemble analogy, this would correspond to
having individual microstates on the opposite sides of the
interface as opposed to ensembles resulting from averag-
ing over all microstates (with corresponding Boltzmann
weights). Conversely, the situation in Eq. (12) would be
analogous to the canonical ensemble only at sufficiently
long times that much exceed the nucleation time from
Eq. (27). Note that at such long times, we have identi-
cal, equilibrated liquid on both sides and so there is no
surface tension in the first place.
Now, the situation where the system can reside in long-
lived states whose free energies are distributed in a Gaus-
sian fashion can be equivalently thought of as a perfectly
ergodic, equilibrated system in the presence of a static,
externally-imposed random field whose fluctuations scale
in the Gaussian fashion. In the absence of this additional
random field, the mismatch penalty between such two
regular phases would be perfectly uniform along an in-
terface with spatially uniform curvature. The simplest
system one can think of, in which this situation is real-
ized, is the random field Ising model:
H = −J
∑
i<j
σiσj −
∑
i
hiσi, σi = ±1, (28)
where J > 0 while the Zeeman splittings hi’s are ran-
dom, Gaussianly distributed variables. In the Hamilto-
nian above, if one were to impose a strictly flat inter-
face between two domains with spins up and down, the
domain wall would distort some to optimize the Zeeman
energy. However, the amount of distortion is also subject
to the tension of the interface between the spin-up and
spin-down domains. The overall lowering of the free en-
ergy, due to the interface distortion, corresponds to the
optimal compromise between these two competing fac-
tors. Likewise, a smooth interface between two distinct
aperiodic states will distort to optimize with respect to
local bulk free energy, which is distributed. The energy
compensation will scale, again, as the square root of the
variation of the volume swept by the interface during the
distortion. The final shape of the interface will be deter-
mined by the competition between this stabilization and
the cost of increasing the area of the interface.
The mapping between the random field Ising model
and large scale fluctuations of the interface between ape-
riodic liquid structures was exploited by Kirkpatrick,
Thirumalai, and Wolynes (KTW)3, who used Villain’s
argument24 for the renormalization of the surface in
RFIM to deduce how the droplet interface tension scales
asymptotically with the droplet size. The mapping relies
crucially on the condition that the undistorted interface
must not be too thick, as it would be near a critical point.
This assumption turns out to be correct since the width
of the undistorted interface is on the order of the molec-
ular length a.30
Let us now consider a variation on the KTW-Villain
argument concerning the surface tension renormalization.
This argument produces the sought scaling relation for
the mismatch penalty but some of its steps are only
accurate up to factors of order one, and so the latter
will be dropped in the calculation. All lengthscales will
be expressed in terms of the molecular length a, which
simply sets the units of length. Now, consider two dis-
similar aperiodic states in contact, and assume we have
already coarse-grained over all length-scales less than
r, while explicitly forbidding interface fluctuations on
greater lengthscales. The interface is thus taut. Further,
consider spatial variations in the shape of the interface
on lengthscales limited to a narrow interval [r, r(1 +∆)].
The dimensionless increment
∆ = d ln r (29)
is the increment of the running argument for our real-
space coarse-graining transformation r → r(1 +∆). (Ul-
timately, r will be set at the droplet radius). We may
assume, without loss of generality, that the mismatch
penalty may be written in the following form, in D spa-
tial dimensions:
Γ = σ(r)rD−1 , (30)
The quantity σ(r) may be thought of as a renormalized
surface tension coefficient, where the amount of renor-
malization generally depends on the wavelength, which is
distributed in the (narrow) range between r and r(1+∆).
Our task is to determine under which condition such
renormalization takes place, if any.
To do this, let us deform the interface so as to create
a bump of (small) height ζ and lateral extent r. Because
the interface is taut, the area will increase quadratically
with ζ. The resulting increase in the interface area will
incur a free energy cost
δFs ∼ σ(r)rD−1(ζ/r)2∆, (31)
when ζ ≪ r. It will turn out to be instructive to use a
more general form
δFs ∼ σ(r)rD−1(ζ/r)z∆. (32)
This generalized form is convenient because (a) rough
interfaces may exhibit a z other than 2 (b) the scaling of
the interface tension with r will turn out be independent
of z at the end of the calculation. Thus the obtained σ vs.
r scaling can be argued to still apply even to situations
when ζ/r is not necessarily small. (Which it will not be!)
Now, as already mentioned, one can always flip a region
(of size N) at the interface so a to lower its bulk free
energy by ∼ h
√
N . The resulting bulk free energy gain
is thus:
δFb ∼ −h
√
N∆ ∼ −h(rD−1ζ)1/2∆, (33)
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where the constant h is straightforward to estimate in
light of our earlier discussion that the bulk stabilization
above is the result of fluctuations of the Gibbs free energy.
Thus,
h ∼ δGi/
√
N, (34)
with δGi from Eq. (14). Properly, we should have written
h2 = 2(δGi)
2/N in Eq. (34) because the bulk free energy
stabilization is a difference between two random Gaus-
sian variables, whose distribution widths are δGi each,
but we have agreed to drop factors of order one in the
derivation, see also below.
Finally, one should not fail to identify the stabilization
in Eq. (33) with the Bouchaud-Biroli free energy stabi-
lization of a compact region due to matching with its
surrounding.
Next we find the value of ζ that minimizes the total
free energy stabilization: ∂(δFs + δFb)/∂ζ = 0, which
yields:
ζ ∼ (h/σ)2/(2z−1)r(2z−D+1)/(2z−1). (35)
The resulting energy gain per unit area,
min
ζ
{δFs + δFb}/rD−1 ∼
∼ −(hz/σ1/2)1/(z−1/2)r−z(D−2)/(2z−1)∆, (36)
thus represents the renormalization δσ(r) of the r-
dependent “surface tension coefficient” that resulted
from integrating out degrees of freedom in the k-vector
range between 1/r and 1/(1 + ∆)r.
The energy gain per unit area from Eq. (36), due to
the real-space renormalization in the wavelength range
[r, r(1 + ∆)], can be viewed as an iterative relation, by
Eq. (29):
dσ ∼ −(hz/σ1/2)1/(z−1/2)r−z(D−2)/(2z−1)d ln r. (37)
A quick inspection of this differential equation shows that
the surface tension coefficient decreases with r. To de-
termine the actual r-dependence of σ, we must decide on
the boundary condition σ(r = ∞) ≡ σ∞. Suppose for a
moment that σ∞ > 0, which implies that at sufficiently
large distances, the interface width tends to some finite
value l∞, however large. This is because the surface ten-
sion coefficient of a flat interface between non-matching
equilibrated structures goes as g‡l∞, where g
‡ is the local
free energy density excess at the interface.44,51 Since the
free energy excess per unit volume g‡ tends to a finite
value g‡∞ > 0 in the limit of a flat interface, so should
l∞, if σ∞ is finite. Now, the surface tension coefficient is
thus given by the expression
σ2z/(z−1)(r) = h2z/(2z−1)r−z(D−2)/(2z−1) + σ2z/(z−1)∞ .
Inserting the above formula in expression (35) yields:
ζ ∼ r
(2z−D+1)/(2z−1)
[r−z(D−2)/(2z−1) + (σ∞/h)2z/(2z−1)]1/z
(38)
The above formula indicates that although incremental
changes in the interface curvature following the renor-
malization are small, the compound increase in the in-
terface thickness—due to the curvature changes in the
broad wavelength range spanned by the coarse-graining
procedure—is not necessarily so.
Eq. (38) indicates that there are two internally-
consistent options regarding the value of the surface ten-
sion coefficient σ∞. In the conventional case of zero ran-
dom field, h = 0, σ∞ is finite while ζ = 0, and so no renor-
malization takes place while the interface width tends to
a steady value l∞ at diverging droplet radii. If, on the
other hand, the random field is present, the only remain-
ing option is σ∞ = 0. Indeed, by Eq. (38), the interface
width ζ diverges as r → ∞, when h > 0, implying the
supposition of a finite σ∞ and, hence, finite l∞ was in-
ternally inconsistent. For this argument to be valid, the
renormalized interface width ζ should exceed the width
l of the original, smooth interface. Condition ζ > l and
Eq. (38), combined with σ∞ = 0, yield
r > l, (39)
which happens to coincide with the criterion of validity
of the thin interface approximation. Note that in their
analysis of barrier softening effects near the crossover,
Lubchenko and Wolynes7 self-consistently arrived at a
similar criterion, viz., r > a, for when interface tension
renormalization would take place.
It follows that an arbitrarily weak, but finite random
field h makes the interface with a sufficiently low curva-
ture unstable with respect to distortion and lowering of
the effective surface tension:
σ(r) ∼ h
aD−1
(r/a)−(D−2)/2, (40)
independent of z, apart from a proportionality constant
of order one, giving us confidence in the result even when
the undulation size ζ is not very small. Notice we have
restored the units of length for clarity.
Eq. (40) yields that the renormalized mismatch energy
Γ from Eq. (30) scales with the droplet size N is a way
that is independent of the space dimensionality, namely√
N :
Γ ∼ σ(r)rD−1 ∼ h(r/a)D/2 ∼ h
√
N, (41)
which is ultimately the consequence of the Gaussian dis-
tribution of the free energy. Because of the lack of a
fixed length scale in the problem—other than the triv-
ial molecular size a, which sets the units—it should not
be surprising that the interface width ζ scales with the
radius r itself:
ζ ∼ r, (42)
again independent of z. The numerical constant in the
above equation is of order one, as is easily checked, and
so ζ/r is not small generally.
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The large effective interface width can be thought of
as a result of the distortion of the original thin interface
where the extent of the distortion is not determined by a
fixed length, but the curvature of the interface itself. In
other words, this interface is a fractal object. Because of
this fractality, the structure at the interface is not possi-
ble to characterize as either of the aperiodic structures on
the opposite sides of the original smooth interface before
the renormalization. We could thus informally think of
this fractal interface as the original thin interface wetted5
by other structures that interpolate, in an optimal way,
between the two original aperiodic structures. While we
are not aware of direct molecular studies with regard to
the fractality of cooperative regions in non-polymeric liq-
uids, such studies of polymer melts do suggest the mobile
regions are fractal in character.52
According to Eq. (41), the scaling exponent x is equal
to 1/2. Thus the matching condition in Eq. (22) is valid
at all values of N , while
Γ = γ
√
N, (43)
where γ = δGi/
√
N = const, thus yielding:
γ =
{[
K − T
(
∂Sc
∂V
)
T
]2
kBT
Kρ¯
+ [Kαt + (∆c˜v − s˜vibr)]2 kBT
2
ρ¯c˜v
}1/2
. (44)
In retrospect, the square-root scaling in Eq. (43) is nat-
ural: In view of Eq. (16), the (Gi−Γ)2/2δG2i term under
the second exponential in Eq. (17) scales asymptotically
with N according to N2x−1, see also Ref. 53. For any x
other than 1/2, this would result in an anomalous scal-
ing25 of the density of states with the system size that
would be hard to rationalize given the apparent lack of
criticality in actual liquids between the glass transition
and fusion temperatures.
Note that the result in Eq. (43)–(44) is only approxi-
mate because it does not include finite size corrections.
Apart from these corrections, we obtain for the nucle-
ation barrier from Eq. (25):
F ‡ =
γ2
4Tsc
. (45)
Next we estimate γ. As a rule of thumb, the bulk mod-
ulus is about (101−102)kBT/ρ¯ for liquids and 102kBT/ρ¯
for solids near the melting temperature Tm
54 (consistent
with the Lindemann criterion of melting55,56). The rate
of change of the configurational entropy with volume is
not known but can be crudely estimated based on the ob-
servation that upon freezing, the hard sphere liquid loses
≈ 1.2kB worth of entropy per particle while its volume
reduces by about 10%.57,58 Assuming our liquid will run
out of configurational entropy at about the same rate—
though gradually—we obtain (∂S/∂V )T ∼ 101kB. Fur-
ther, s˜ is about 100kB/a
3. The dimensionless expansivity
αtT is generically 10
−1, although could be much smaller
for strong substances, see Fig. 12 of Ref. 12. ∆c˜v and
s˜c are both ∼ 100kB/a3. As a result, we conclude that
the volume contribution to the free energy fluctuation in
Eq. (14) exceeds the temperature contribution by about
two orders of magnitude or so, thus yielding:
γ2 ≈
[
K − T
(
∂Sc
∂V
)
T
]2
kBT
Kρ¯
, (46)
since ρ¯ ≡ a−3.
We thus obtain for the activation barrier:
F ‡ ≈
[
K − T
(
∂Sc
∂V
)
T
]2
kB
4Ks˜c
, (47)
where s˜c is the configurational entropy per unit volume.
According to the above estimate of the (∂Sc/∂V )T
term, it is likely that at least for rigid and weakly at-
tractive particles, the second term in the square brackets
is an order of magnitude smaller than the first term. We
thus expect the following, simple expression for the sur-
face tension coefficient γ to be of comparable accuracy
to Eq. (46):
γ ≈
(
KkBT
ρ¯
)1/2
≡
√
Ka3 kBT . (48)
It is interesting that the coefficient γ above, which re-
flects coupling of structural fluctuations to its environ-
ment, has exactly the same form as the coupling be-
tween the structural reconfigurations corresponding to
the two-level systems (TLS) in cryogenic glasses and the
phonons.27,33 Lubchenko and Wolynes have argued the
TLS correspond to the two lowest energy levels of the lo-
cal degrees of freedom that correspond to the low-barrier
subset of the activated reconfigurations near the glass
transition temperature.27,33
The simplified form in Eq. (48) implies for the nucle-
ation barrier:
F ‡ ≃ K
4(s˜c/kB)
. (49)
This result can be compared with the earlier expression
for the activation barrier derived by Xia and Wolynes,5
viz., F ‡ = 32.kBT/(sc/kB), in which the configurational
entropy is per bead. In contrast, in expression (49) the
configurational entropy is per unit volume.
Given that the temperature dependence of the bulk
modulus is usually rather weak, Eq. (49) approximately
yields the venerable Adam-Gibbs functional relation.37
To avoid confusion we emphasize that Eq. (49) applies
below the crossover. The Adam-Gibbs relation has also
been used to fit temperature dependences of relaxation
data above the crossover, but with coefficients that are
generally different from those determined in low temper-
ature fits. The presence of a crossover between distinct
high-T and low-T Adam-Gibbs behaviors was brought
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home elegantly by the numerical analysis of Stickel et
al.59
Finally, the expression for the cooperativity size ξ ≡
a(N∗)1/3 = (γ/Tsc)
2/3 corresponding to the approxima-
tion in Eq. (49) reads:
ξ ≃
[
K
kBT (s˜c/kB)2
]1/3
(50)
Note that neither of the expressions (47), (49), and
(50) depends explicitly on the molecular length scale
a ≡ ρ¯−1/3.
IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT AND
EARLIER APPROXIMATIONS
Because the quantity (∂SC/∂V )T is not presently
available, we analyze the more approximate expression
from Eq. (49). As the primary test, we compare the
present predictions for the barrier with experiment and
two earlier predictions, in relatively extended tempera-
ture ranges. These earlier predictions31 utilize the val-
ues of the surface tension coefficient σ0 from Eq. (5)—or
γ from Eq. (45)—as determined by Xia and Wolynes5
(XW) and Rabochiy and Lubchenko30 (RL) respectively.
We include in the present analysis all eight substances
considered in Ref. 31 except toluene, for which bulk
modulus data are not available. The results for the re-
maining seven substances are shown in Fig. 3. Note
that we have estimated the values of the bulk modu-
lus based on the speeds of longitudinal and transverse
sound, as determined by Brillouin scattering. The latter
procedure yields the adiabatic value of the bulk mod-
ulus which somewhat exceeds its isothermal value. It is
the isothermal modulus that enters the present estimates.
As in Ref. 31, we have chosen to plot the barriers within
the dynamical range representative of actual liquids, viz.
ln(τ/τ0) ≤ 35.7, which corresponds to a glass transition
on 1 hr time scale and τ0 = 1 ps. This way, the error of
the approximation exhibits itself through an error in the
temperature corresponding to a particular value of the
relaxation time.
We observe that the present predictions compare rea-
sonably with both experiment and the XW and RL ap-
proximations. Although the barrier values predicted with
the help of all three approximations are in general agree-
ment with expectation, their deviation from measured
values is quite significant for some of the substances. The
reader is referred to our earlier detailed discussion30,31 on
the possible sources of error for the elastic constants and
the configurational entropy. Also there, the published
sources of the experimental data can be found. Here
we only note that determination of the elastic constant
is affected by a large dissipative component to the elas-
tic response. On the other hand, the estimations of the
configurational entropy are subject to uncertainty in the
vibrational entropy difference between crystal and glass
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FIG. 2. Theoretically predicted glass transition temperatures
Tg, calculated using expression (49), alongside the predic-
tions31 utilizing the XW5 and RL30 approximations for the
mismatch penalty, plotted against experimental values. The
theoretically-determined temperatures are based on the barri-
ers from Fig. 3 and rely on static input data, while the exper-
imental values are kinetic quantities obtained from calorime-
try.
and the determination of the (putative) Kauzmann tem-
perature by extrapolation of thermodynamic or kinetic
data beyond the glass transition temperature.
The results from Fig. 3 can be partially summarized
by graphing the predicted values for the glass transition
temperature for all three approximations against their
experimental values, see Fig. 2. Clearly, theoretical pre-
dictions for the glass transition correlate very well with
experiment.
Both for the XW and RL calculations, the formulas
for the barriers explicitly contain the molecular size a.
This molecular size is associated with the size of the
rigid molecular unit, which we have called the “bead.”
The bead size is well-defined for relatively rigid, weakly
attractive particles.7 In covalently bonded liquids, on the
other hand, it can be also understood as the ultra-violet
cut-off of the theory.45 In any case, a reasonable estimate
for a can be obtained by calibrating the fusion entropy
of the substance by that of a Lennard-Jones liquid.7,60
We have called this way to count beads “calorimetric.”
Because the uncertainty in the bead size a is potentially
a significant contributor to the deviation of the XW and
RL predictions from experiment, it is worthwhile to vary
it and see whether the deviation can be minimized. This
has been done in Ref. 31 so as to bring the activation ex-
ponent F ‡(Tg)/kBTg to a fixed value of 35.7 and results
in chemically-reasonable values of a, except for OTP.30
The barrier values corresponding to the so renormalized
bead size are shown in Fig. 4 for the seven substances in
question.
The present predictions, Eqs. (47) and (49), do not de-
pend on the bead size and so the discrepancy with experi-
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ment is entirely due to the error in the approximation and
in the experimental values of the configurational entropy
and the elastic constants. In Fig. 4, we show F ‡(T )/kBT ,
with F ‡ from Eq. (49), multiplied by a constant so as to
bring the value of F ‡(Tg)/kBTg to 35.7. We observe that
the temperature dependence of the so adjusted barrier
is quite similar to experiment, perhaps more so than ei-
ther of the XW or RL approximation. (We remind that
the T -dependence of the RL-based barrier values cannot
be fully judged based on Figs. 3 and 4 because tempera-
ture dependent data for the structure factor are not cur-
rently available; as a result the values measured at Tg
were used.) We note that the experimental value for the
F ‡(Tg)/Tg ratio is subject to uncertainty in the prefac-
tor τ0 and the cooling rate; the ratio will thus generally
differ from 35.7. This, however, is not much of an issue
with regard to comparing the slopes of the curves.
Finally we note that the cooperativity length ξ can be
straightforwardly computed using Eq. ((50)). The XW
and RL based values of ξ are very similar to each other
and are close to the experimentally deduced ones in the
first place. In view of the similarity of the values of the
mismatch penalty computed with the present approxima-
tion with those earlier approximations, the cooperativity
length (50) is automatically numerically close to those
computed in Ref. 31.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This work has revisited the mechanism of the activated
transport in glassy liquids. We have highlighted a key
notion that, we hope, will clarify the entropic droplet
scenario of the activated transport, due to Wolynes and
coworkers. The mutual conversion between metastable
(aperiodic) configurations shows an important distinc-
tion from mutual conversion between two equilibrated
phases, such as during a conventional first order tran-
sition. In the latter case, the distribution of the energies
of the microstates does not significantly affect the nucle-
ation rate even if the mismatch penalty between the two
phases strongly depends on the precise identity of the
microstates on the opposite sides of the interface. This
is because the microstates within the individual phases
interconvert on times scales much shorter than the dura-
tion of the nucleation event. As a result, the mismatch
penalty between two equilibrium phases is spatially uni-
form along the interface (of constant curvature) and does
not deviate significantly from a certain average value.
In contrast, interconversion itself between distinct ape-
riodic structures is mediated by creation of an interface
between those structures. And so the mismatch penalty
will strongly depend on the precise identity of the two
states separated by the interface; this penalty can be
lowered by distorting the interface to give locally a bit
more room to that state of the two which is lower in free
energy, while not moving the interface as a whole.
The magnitude of the mismatch penalty is essentially
equal to the magnitude of local free energy fluctuations.
In turn, this magnitude turns out to be straightforwardly
related to thermodynamic properties of the liquid, see
Eqs. (14) and (44), and is largely determined by the bulk
modulus of the liquid. In its most approximate form, the
reconfiguration barrier is given by the simplest expres-
sion of units energy one could write down, Eq. (49), using
the configurational entropy per unit volume and the bulk
modulus; note the latter has dimensions energy density.
The inverse linear scaling of the barrier with the config-
urational entropy is special in that it is the only scaling
in which the barrier does not explicitly depend on tem-
perature. In turn, this special scaling is a direct conse-
quence of the
√
N dependence of the mismatch penalty.
Interestingly, the barrier does not explicitly depend on
the molecular length a. To appreciate this, we note that
the expression for the cooperativity length ξ does not
explicitly contain a either. This is consistent with the
mismatch penalty originating from ordinary structural
fluctuations which have Gaussian statistics and are scale
free. Such fluctuations would not lead to a static het-
erogeneity, consistent with the results of an independent
argument by Cammarota and Biroli.61 In fact, one may
think of the mismatch itself as a stress pattern corre-
sponding to frozen-in structural fluctuations or frozen-
in stress, consistent with the elasticity-based picture of
glassy liquids of Bevzenko and Lubchenko.45
Although entropic droplet nucleation and mutual nu-
cleation of two coexisting thermodynamic phases are sim-
ilar in some respects, they also exhibit important differ-
ences, including distinct scalings of the mismatch penalty
with the droplet size. In addition, during regular first or-
der transitions, the two phases separated by the interface
are themselves minima of the free energy of the system.
The interfacial configurations may be thought of as cor-
responding to the barrier that separates the two min-
ima in the bulk term of the Landau-Ginzburg functional
that describe the two phases. As a result, the physi-
cal space is either wholly occupied by one of the phases
or the two phases both occupy macroscopic regions, if
they are in near equilibrium. The interfacial configura-
tions thus occupy a negligible portion of the sample. In
contrast, the contents of an entropic droplet by them-
selves do not correspond to a minimum of the free en-
ergy. The metastable configuration in the beginning of
an activated event (N = 0) does correspond to a free en-
ergy minimum, and so does the configuration at the end
of an activated event, upon which a compact region of
size N = N∗ has been replaced by an alternative struc-
ture. The border between the reconfigured region and
its environment is generally characterized by a higher
free energy density. The original configuration also con-
tained similarly strained regions that had resulted from
preceding reconfigurations at the locale in question; the
energy is thus conserved, on average, as a result of ac-
tivated events. One may think of a glassy liquid as a
mosaic of relatively stabilized regions separated by rel-
atively strained regions. These strained regions can be
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thought of as transiently frozen-in stress, see Ref. 45 and,
also, very recent work by the same authors,62 in which
alternative procedures of defining the built-in stress are
carefully discussed.
The present discussion gives a relatively simple per-
spective on one of the most intriguing aspects of
the structural glass transition: In spin glasses, as in
the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model,63 the disorder is
quenched. In contrast, the molecular interactions are
translationally invariant and so the disorder in liquids
is self-generated. What is the mechanism of this self-
generation? The classical density functional theory has
shown conclusively that aperiodic structures become
metastable at sufficiently high densities.8–12 Within the
replica methodologies,13,64 one can arrive at the disorder
by considering, for instance, a random field generated
by a generic boundary for a compact liquid region and
then determining this field self-consistently. Within the
present discussion, the random field is indeed created by
an environment composed of aperiodic structures. The
field is effectively static—not unlike the quenched dis-
order in spin models—but only on the time scale of the
activated reconfigurations and thus transiently breaks the
translational symmetry.
Because the environment is static, the free energy pro-
file F (R) from Eq. (1)—or F (N) from Eq. (24)—is not
the actual free energy of the system. Instead, it gives the
log-number (times −kBT ) of the states thermally avail-
able to a chosen compact region under the constraint that
its environment be static up to vibration. The value of
F (N)N=N∗ = 0 is thus special in that it signifies the
cooperativity size N∗ for the reconfigurations because
an alternative, mechanically metastable state is avail-
able at N = N∗. The downhill decrease of F (N) at
N = N∗ does not mean that an individual nucleation
event will proceed indefinitely past N∗ but, instead, that
the environment itself will eventually proceed to recon-
figure. Alternatively, one may think of this downhill de-
crease as reflecting that more than one aperiodic state
with a comparable energy—within the fluctuation range
in Eq. (26)—is available to a region of size N > N∗.
The identity of the state to which the liquid will recon-
figure is subject to the precise barrier separating that
state from the initial configuration. Note that like the
bulk free energy of the individual aperiodic states, this
barrier is also distributed. The width of this distribution
is determined by the configurational heat capacity, which
is ultimately responsible for the correlation between the
heat capacity jump at the glass transition and the degree
of non-exponentiality of liquid relaxations, as established
by Xia and Wolynes.65 The barrier distribution is also in-
strumental in the violation of the Stokes-Einstein relation
and decoupling between various processes in supercooled
liquids.66,67
We finish by pointing out several convenient relation-
ships between material constants and various character-
istics of the glass transition. For instance, the configura-
tional entropy can be estimated according to the expres-
sion:
s˜c =
K
4T ln(τ/τ0)
. (51)
In view of the near universality of ln(τ/τ0) at the glass
transition, where it is close to 35 or so, we obtain that
s˜c(Tg) ≃ 10−2K(Tg)
Tg
∼ kB
a3
. (52)
Likewise, the cooperativity size can be written as
ξ3 ≡ N∗a3 = [4 ln(τ/τ0)]2 kBT
K
, (53)
Again note ξ does not explicitly depend on the molecular
length a. According to Eq. (53), the cooperative size near
the glass transition is on the order of a few hundred rigid
molecular units:
N∗(Tg) ∼ 102. (54)
Lubchenko and Wolynes27,33 have argued that the den-
sity of states of the two-level systems in cryogenic glasses
is approximately equal to nTLS ≃ 1/kBTgξ3(Tg). By
Eq. (53), this yields:
nTLS ≃ K(Tg)
[4kBTg ln(τ(Tg)/τ0)]2
, (55)
where K(Tg) is the isothermal bulk modulus just above
the glass transition.
Another interesting quantity is the Boson Peak fre-
quency, which has been estimated by Lubchenko and
Wolynes68 to be about ωBP ≃ (a/ξ)ωD, where ωD is
the Debye frequency. This prediction is consistent with
experiment.69 Using ωD ∼ cs/a, we get ωBP ∼ cs/ξ,
where cs is the speed of sound. Further noting that
cs ≃ (K/ρM )1/2, where ρM is the mass density, and using
Eq. (53), we obtain a scaling relation
ωBP ∼ K
5/6(Tg)
(kBTg)1/3ρ
1/2
M [4 ln(τ(Tg)/τ0)]
2/3
. (56)
Lastly, consider the quantity (ξ/a)3 that has been ar-
gued33 to determine the ratio of the phonon mean-free
path lmfp to the the thermal phonon wavelength λ in
cryogenic glasses. Within the XW approximation, the
(ξ/a)3 is independent of the bead size a and is univer-
sal at Tg. In the present approximation, this ratio does
explicitly depend on a and also on K:
lmfp
λ
≃ (ξ/a)3 = [4 ln(τ/τ0)]2 kBTg
K(Tg)a3
. (57)
In practice, the ratio of the bulk modulus to the glass
transition temperature does not vary all that much be-
tween different substances because, on the one hand, the
K/Tm is nearly universal, owing to the Lindemann cri-
terion, while the Tm/Tg ratio is often numerically near
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1.5, even though it does seem to vary between 1.2 and
1.6. As a result, the cooperativity length ξ will exhibit
a great deal of universality; the easiest way to vary it
in experiment may be to play with the cooling rate at
the glass transition. One the other hand, the quantities
(55) and (56) scale with energy and are immune to this
potential limitation.
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Appendix A: Fluctuations of the Gibbs free energy
In the Appendix, we will drop the bars over the ex-
pectation values of thermodynamical variables, for typo-
graphical convenience. In the standard fashion,47 it is
convenient to present fluctuations of the Gibbs free en-
ergy in terms of fluctuations ∆V and ∆T of volume and
temperature respectively:
∆G =
(
∂G
∂V
)
T
∆V +
(
∂G
∂T
)
V
∆T, (A1)
which yields
〈
(∆G)2
〉
=
(
∂G
∂V
)2
T
〈
(∆V )2
〉
+
(
∂G
∂T
)2
V
〈
(∆T )2
〉
,
(A2)
since 〈∆V∆T 〉 = 0.47 Further using
dG = −SdT + V dp (A3)
to compute the derivatives in Eq. (A1), the equality47
〈
(∆V )2
〉
= −kBT (∂V/∂p)T ≡ kBTV/K, (A4)
and the equalities
〈
(∆T )2
〉
= kBT
2/Cv, (∂p/∂T )V =
−(∂p/∂V )T (∂V/∂T )p one straightforwardly obtains
Eq. (10) of the main text.
Analogously for the Gibbs free energy of individual
aperiodic states,
∆Gi =
(
∂Gi
∂V
)
T
∆V +
(
∂Gi
∂T
)
V
∆T. (A5)
Eqs. (12) and (A3) yield
dGi = −SvibrdT + TdSc + V dp. (A6)
Repeating the steps above, one arrives at Eq. (14) of the
main text. One should note that Eq. (A4) does not apply
to solids, in which the shear modulus µ > 0. In the latter
case, volume fluctuations are of lower magnitude and are
given by the expression
〈
(∆V )2
〉
= kBTV/(K+4µ/3).
30
Note that here we are dealing with an equilibrated liquid,
for which µ = 0. Alternatively said, the full distribu-
tion of the free energies Gi of individual aperiodic states
accounts for not only vibrations within individual struc-
tures but for the full variety of the structures. Sampling
over this variety corresponds to equilibration of the liq-
uid, which corresponds with µ = 0.
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FIG. 3. The free energy barrier for α-relaxation (divided by kBT ) as a function of temperature calculated using three approx-
imations. Two earlier approximations,31 due to Xia and Wolynes5 (XW) and Rabochiy and Lubchenko30 (RL) are shown by
the thin solid and thick dashed line respectively. For these calculations, the calorimetric bead count was used. The present
approximation is shown with the thick solid red line. The symbols correspond to experimental data; different symbols denote
distinct experiments. Because temperature dependences of the structure factor S(k)—which is one of the experimental inputs
in the RL calculation—are not available, the structure factors measured near Tg have been employed. The dash-dotted lines
for glycerol and OTP correspond to the RL barrier computed using a higher temperature S(k).
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FIG. 4. Adjusted barrier for α-relaxation (divided by kBT ) as a function of inverse temperature. The present approximation,
from Eq. (49), is multiplied by a constant so as to bring the activation exponent at Tg, F
‡(Tg)/kBTg, to a fixed value of 35.7
(thick solid red line). In the XW (thin solid line) and RL (thick dashed line) approximations, the bead size was determined
self-consistently to achieve F ‡(Tg)/kBTg = 35.7. In all graphs, the temperature is scaled by the experimentally determined Tg.
